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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Introduction
The kit is described in the American College Dictionary as "a set
or collection of tools, supplies, etc., for a special purpose. ,,l
This study deals with kits that may be used as teaching aids in
the field of industrial arts.

These kits are planned activities which

contain all parts necessary to build an article.

The parts of the kit

may be in almost any state of completion, from a collection of supplies
to an assembled article with only minor operations needed for completion.
Specific Purpose
Since the kit is a project, the same criteria should be used in
choosing it that is used in choosing any project.

The kit should

contain the teaching elements desired in the segment of a course for
which it is intended.

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the use

of kits in the industrial arts program in order to determine their
benefits as well as their shortcomings.
Source

£!

Data

The kits surveyed in this study are samples of kits found in
various catalogues that are sent to industrial art teachers.

Information

concerning the kits such as operations necessary to complete the kit

1c. L. Barnhart, The American College Dictionary
Random House, 1960), p. 674.

(New York:

2
is from the same source.
The teaching units used in the analysis charts were taken from
state and city industrial arts curriculum outlines.

Specific objectives

of each area were obtained from the same source.
Method 2.£ Approach
The method used in this study involves analyzing some representative kits from each area of industrial arts in which kits are available.
Analysis charts are used to compare the kit to the non-kit type activity.
This comparison should bring out any noticeable deficiency in the kits
as to the teaching units contained.
The analysis charts have two columns for each project analyzed.
Column (A) is an analysis of the kit.

Column (B) is an analysis of the

same article not in kit form.
Specific objectives of the various areas are then matched with the
kits using information gained in the analysis charts to determine the
extent to which the kits meet these objectives.

CHAPTER II

LEATHER
A vast assortment of kits is available in the leather wrking
area.

The kits described here are a representative sampling selected at

random.

Some may require little work to complete and others might

require a great deal of work, but the main operations involved wuld be
approximately the same.
Usually leather kits come with all parts cut to shape.
is to be lacing the holes are punched for this.
the snaps attached if they are required.

If there

Most of the kits have

Any sewing that is to be

done is usually completed.
Some examples of these kits are: the midget purse kit, the
shopper's shoulder bag kit, the scout m.oc kit, and the coaster kit.
The midget purse kits come pre-cut, pre-punched for lacing, along
with carving patterns and instructions.

The student must perform the

following tasks to complete the project:
A.
B.

c.

D.
E.

Transfer design to leather
Carve the leather
Tool the leather
Lace the parts together
Finish the leather

The shopper's shoulder bag com.es pre-cut, punched for lacing and
rivets, along with instructions, and designs.

The student must perform

the following tasks to complete the shoulder bag:
A.
B.

c.
D.

Transfer design to leather
Carve the leather
Tool the leather
Rivet straps

4
E.
F.
G.

Lace the parts together
Dye leather
Finish leather

The scout moc kit comes to the student pre-cut and punched for
lacing.

To complete the scout moc kit the student must perform the

following operation:
A.

Lace the parts together

The coaster kit comes to the student pre-cut, along with design
and instructions.

To complete the coaster kit the student must perform

the following operations:
A.
B.

c.

D.

Transfer the design to leather
Carve the leather
Tool the leather
Finish the leather

Each project is analyzed as to the operations performed by the
student when making a project from a kit and also the additional
operations that would be performed if the student were given only the
materials.

Column A is the column referring to the kits and ColUllJD. B

is the same article with basic materials furnished.
The following is an analysis chart of the leather crafts:
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Midget
Purse
Leather Craft

A

B

Shopper's
Scout
Shoulder Bag
Moc
A
A
B
B

Coaster
A

B

(1)

Make designs

x

x

x

x

(2)

Make templates

x

x

x

x

(3)

Lay out and cut leather

x

x

x

x

(4)

Prepare leather for
decoration

x

x

x

(5)

Transfer designs to
leather

x

x

x

(6)

Prepare leather for
modeling

x

x

x

(7)

Tool leather

x

x

x

{8)

Do flat modeling

x

x

x

(9)

Do embossing

x

x

x

(10) Use stamping tools

x

x

x

(11) Stipple background

x

x

x

(12) Make thong slits

(13) Skive leather
(14) Cement leather

(15) Prepare surfaces for
dying

x

(16) Dye leather

x

(17) Punch holes with a

x

x

x

x

x

x

revolving punch

(18) Punch holes with a
hollow punch
(19) Lace leather

x

x

x

(20) Use an awl and f id

x

x

x

(21) Use eyelet setter

x

6

Midget
Purse
A
B

Leather Craft (Cont'd)
(22) Use eyelet setter punch

x

(23) Attach snap fasteners

x

(24) Sew leather on machine

x

Shopper's
Shoulder Bag
A

B

Scout
Moc
A
B

Coaster
A
B

x

(25) Sp 1 ice lacing
(26) Finish leather projects

1

x

x

x

la. o. Thomas, Industrial !fil for Louisiana Schools (Baton Rouge,
La.: State Department of Education of Louisiana, 1958), pp. 72-73.
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Considering the previous analysis, do the leather kits assist
in meeting the objectives of a leather course?
1.

"To develop in each pupil an. appreciation of good design and

~iorkmanship

in leather. n

1

This objective could be met by the kit about as well as it could
be met by the basic project.

The projects for the most part are well

designed and ample work is left for the student.
can get the feel of the work.

Therefore, the student

Tooling designs can. be changed if a

student is capable of doing so.
2.

''To develop in the pupil the ability to select wisely, use,

and care for industrial leather products."

2

This objective could be met as well with kits as it could be met
with the basic materials.

For the most part, this matter is taken care

of by the teacher in discussion.
3.

''Io

deve~op

in each pupil the desire for and ability in

.

creative expression in leather craft."

3

The scope would be very limited on this objective because the kit
is already set in many ways.

The student would have a chance to design

his own tooling and lacing forms.

There would be no possibility to

design his own project from the beginning.
4.

"To provide experience for the development of a worthwhile

hobby."4
Probably more people would work from leather kits as a hobby than

lMebraska Advisory Committee on the Program of Industrial Arts,
Industrial Arts for Nebraska Schools (Lincoln, Nebraska: Department
of Education, 1956), p. 76.
2~., p. 76.
3 Ibid., p. 76.
4 Ibid., p. 76.
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would buy all of their materials separately.

If this is true, the

hobby objective would be met to a great extent.

Even those people who

wanted to use raw materials in this hobby would have a background from
which to start.
5.

"To develop in each pupil a measure of manipulative skill in

the use of the comm.on leatherworking tools. 111
The kit does this except for cutting leather, punching holes,
attaching fasteners, and sewing leather.

It would not be important for

the student to do each of these on every project but they should be
incorporated somewhere in the course.
6.

"To develop in each pupil habits of orderly, complete, and

efficient performance."

2

With the kits, the student is supplied with a plan of procedure.
This is generally accepted as an aid in the beginning.

It "WOuld seem

unwise to allow a student to continue using a provided plan indefinitely.
This is what would happen with kits.

The student must be able to meet

the qualifications of this objective using his own ideas and plans in
a non-kit type activity.
7.

''To develop in each pupil an active interest in industrial

life and in the methods and problems of production and exchange. 113
This again "WOuld be separated, for the most part, from the
project and more closely related to class work.

lrbid., p. 76.
2Ibid., p. 76.
3Ibid., p. 76.

CHAPTER III
ELECTRICITY
The electrical kits are related primarily to light, magnetism,
and electronics.

Their state of completion is for the most part that

of having all irrelevant forming operations perfonned and all necessary
materials gathered in one package.
The representative samples from electricity kits are: transistor
radio, D. C. motor, voltage tester, and compass.
The transistor radio contains all of the parts necessary to build
a working radio. The case is pre-formed.
diagram are included.

The directions and wiring

To complete the radio the student must perfonn

the following operations:
A.
B.

c.

D.

Solder all wires to proper connections
Remove insulation from a wire
Cut wire
Assemble all parts and mount in case

The direct current electric motor comes to the student with all
parts pre-formed except the coils and commutator.

In order to construct

the motor the student must perform the following operations:
A.
B.

c.

D.
E.

Cut the magnetic wire to proper lengths
Scrape off insultation from ends of wires
Wind proper amount and size of wire on each coil
Construct and adjust commutator
Assemble parts

The voltage tester kit comes with all parts necessary for construetion.

Very little is pre-formed.

The parts consist of a test tube,

resistor, neon bulb, lead wires, polyester resin, calatyst, and
instructions.

This project includes some work in plastics along with
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the electricity.

The following operations are necessary to complete

the voltage tester:
A.
B•

c.

D.

Remove insulation
Make splices
Tin ends of wires
Insert parts in tube and seal with polyester resin

The magnetic compass comes with pre-formed case, pre-magnetized
pointer, pre-formed bearing and printed compass rose.

In order to

complete the compass, the student must perform the following operations:
A.
B.

c.

D.

Fasten bearing to case
Cut and mount compass rose
Place magnetic pointer on bearing
Fasten plastic cover to case

The analysis chart for electricity follows:
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ElectricitI

Radio
A B

Motor
A B

x

x

Voltage
Tester
A

x

(1)

Read and make a wiring diagram

(2)

Plan the procedure in doing a
job

(3)

Remove insulation from wire

(4)

Make a Western Union splice

x

(5)

Make rat tail splice

x

(6)

Make a single tap splice

(7)

Make a double tap splice

(8)

Solder and tape splice

(9)

Attach wire to binding post

x
x

x
x

(11) Attach cord to a lamp socket
(12) Attach cord to a plug

(14) Connect dry cells in parallel
(15) Connect dry cells in seriesparallel
(16) Connect dry cells in

parallel-series
(17) Plan and construct a simple

circuit
(18) Plan and install electric

devices in a series circuit
(19) Plan and install electric

devices in parallel circuit
(20) Plan and construct circuits

to give selective control of
devices in the circuit.

x

x

x

(10) Tie and underwriter's knot

(13) Connect dry cells in series

x

x
x

x
x

B

Compass
A

B
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Electricity (Cont'd)

bd~

Motor

A

A

B

B

Voltage
Tester
A

B

Compass
A

(21) Plan and construct a return
call circuit
(22) Plan and construct a circuit
with 2-point control
(23) Plan and construct a circuit
with 3-point control
(24) Measure voltage with a voltmeter
(25) Measure amperage with an aimneter
(26) Calculate resistance of a
circuit using Ohm's Law
(27) Find resistance of various
appliances by voltmeter-ammeter
method
(28) Construct a water rheostat
(29) Calculate power used in a circuit
by using Watt's Law
(30) Find power used by various
appliances using Watt's Law
(31) Read an electric meter
(32) With iron filings, find the
magnetic field about the following:
a. Bar magnet
b. Two bar magnets, with unlike
poles opposite
c. Two bar magnets, with same
poles opposite
d. Horseshoe magnet
e. Two horseshoe magnets with
like poles opposite
f. Two horseshoe magnets with
unlike poles opposite
g. Horseshoe magnet with piece
of soft iron near poles
(33) Test for like poles and unlike
poles of magnets by repulsion

x

B
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Electricity (Cont'd)

Radio

Motor

A

A

B

B

Voltage
Tester
A

B

Compass
A

x

(34) Make a simple steel magnet

x

(35) Test for magnetic field about
wire carrying current with a
compass
(36) Test for field about a coil
carrying a current
(37) Test for intensity of field
with and without iron core
(38) Construct electromagnet

x

(39) Construct simple telegraph
receiver
(40) Construct a magnetic motor

x

(41) Construct an electric top
(42) Construct a buzzer
(43) Construct 2-pole motor
(44) Construct current detector
(45) Produce electricity by moving
coil in a magnetic field
(46) Construct a simple DC generator
(47) Construct iron vane ammeter
(48) Construct hot wire type ammeter 1

1

Thomas, .21!•

.£..!:!.,

pp. 55-57.

B

x
x
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How well do the electricity kits meet the objectives of an
electricity course?
1.

"To give general knowledge pertaining to the- principles

underlying electrical phenomena.u

l

The electrical kits seem to do this very well by letting the
student construct and experiment with the various magnetic implements
without requiring them to form metal parts.
2.

"To develop an understanding of procedures and techniques

used in simple electrical repairs." 2
With a kit, this would be done to a very limited extent, such as
removing insulation.

For the most part the repair work would come from

another type of activity.
3.

''To assist the pupil in becoming more intelligent in the

selection, care, and use of electricity and electrical goods.n3
The kits would be this to the extent of helping the student to
realize just what goes into a product and the limitations of various
products.
4.

"To teach the safe practices that are necessary when using

and working with electricity. 114
The kits would do very little to meet this objective.

This type

of instruction must come from the teacher and through experimentation.
It would seem that electricity is primarily theory coupled with
some basic skills.

The kits would be much better for this than starting

with nothing other than basic materials.

There is no experience lost

l~ebraska Advisory Committee of the Program of Industrial Arts,

op. cit., p. 61.
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by starting with kits and much time is saved for further electrical
study by eliminating all irrelevant forming operations.

CHAPTER IV

WOODWORKING
The area of woodw:>rking contains two general types of kits.
are the knock down and the assembled kits.

They

The knock down kits have

all of the parts cut to size and shape, all of the ornamental work done,
the holes are drilled, and the inlaying and routing have been done.

The

project is complete and ready to assemble, sand, and finish.
The assembled projects are assembled, ready to sand, and finish.
The representative samples of these two general classifications that
will be used here are the routed cedar chest, a chest of drawers, a
book case, hat and coat rack, and salad bowls.
The modern routed cedar chest with oak and walnut inlay comes
knocked down ready to assemble with all necessary hardware.

To complete

the cedar chest the student must perform the following tasks:
A.
B.

c.

D.
E.
F.

Assemble parts and secure using screws, nails, and glue
Lay out and hasten hinges
Attach brass pulls
Install lock
Sand
Finish project

The chest of drawers comes knocked down.
for the chest is furnished.

All hardware necessary

To complete the chest the student must

perform the following operations:
A.
B.

c.
D.
E.

Assemble the parts and secure them with nails, screws,
and glue
Attach the back and nail
Assemble the drawers and nail
Sand the chest
Apply the finish
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The triplicate book case comes knocked down with legs and hardware.

In order to complete the bookcase the student must perform the

following operations:
A.
B.

c.

D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Assemble parts and secure them with nails, screws, and
glue
Set nails
Fill nail holes
Nail back to cabinet
Attach leg hangers with screws
Attach ferrels to legs
Sand bookcase
Finish project

The hat and coat rack comes knocked down in three boards ready to
assemble.

To complete the rack, the student must perform the following

operations:
A.
B.

c.

D.
E.

Assemble the parts and secure using nails
Set nails
Fill nail holes
Sand
Finish the project

The salad bowl is an example of an assembled kit.

There are book

ends, trays, and salt and pepper shakers which are also assembled.
complete the salad bowl the student must complete the following
operations:
A.
B.

Sand lightly
Apply finish

The analysis chart for woodworking is as follows:

To
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WOOD--Hand Processes

Routed
Cedar
Chest
A B

Chest
of
Drawers
A

B

Hat &
Book Coat
case Rack
A B A B

x

x

x

Salad
Bowl
A B

x

x

(1)

Make a plan

(2)

Read a \\Urking drawing

(3)

Make out a bill of
material

x

x

x

x

x

(4)

Plan the procedure in
doing job

x

x

x

x

x

(5)

Check material when
received

(6)

Measure and divide spaces
with a rule

x

(7)

Lay out pattern on stock

x

(8)

Lay out curves with
dividers or compass

x

Gauge with pencil

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

(9)

x

x

(10) Gauge with marking gauge
(11) Test for squareness

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

(14) Adjust a block plane

x

x

x

x

(15) Adjust a jack-plane

x

x

x

x

(16) Plane surface true

x

x

x

x

(17) Plane end grain

x

x

x

x

(18) Square up stock

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

(12) Lay out square cuts
(13) Sharpen edge tools

(19) Saw to a line with cross-

cut or rip saw
(20) Cut fine lines with a

hack saw

x
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WOOD--Hand Processes (Cont'd)

!touted
Cedar
Chest
A
B

Chest
of
Drawers
A

B

Book
case
A
B

Hat &
Coat
Salad
Rack
Bowl
A
B A
B

(21) Sharpen a saw
(22) Saw curves with a coping

x

saw

x

(23) Saw curves with a compass

saw
(24) Saw curves with a turning

saw

x

(25) Finish curves

x

x

(26) Drill holes in wood

x

x

x

(27) Countersink holes

x

x

x

x

(28) Bore holes with auger bit
(29) Use a forstner bit
(30) Set and use an expensive

bit
(31) Sharpen an auger bit

x

(32) Trim or part with a chisel
(33) Smooth a surface with

sandpaper

x

x

x

x

x

x

(34) Shape ends, edges, and

x

curves with a wood file

x

x

(35) Drive and draw nails

x

x

x

(36) Set a nail or a brad

x

x

x

(37) Fasten with screws
(38) Round or form work with

a spoke shave
(39) Lay out an octagon
(40) Lay out a hexagon

x

x

x
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WOOD--Hand Processes (Cont'd)

Routed
Cedar
Chest
A
B

Chest
of
Drawers
A

B

Book
case
A

B

Hat &
Salad
Coat
Rack Bowl
A

B A

B

(41) Lay out and cut champers
(42) Use a hand screw

x

x

x

(43) Use bar clamps

x

x

x

(44) Use C clamps

x

x

x

x

(45) Transfer a design
(46) Lay out irregular shapes

x

by means of squares

x

(47) Use a gouge for hollowing
out stock
(48) Smooth a surface with a

scraper
(49) Prepare and apply cold

and hot glue

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

(SO) Prepare an:l apply casin

x

glue

x

(51) Make a butt joint

x

x

(52) Make a half lap joint

x

x

x

x

x

x

(53) Lay out and cut a dado
joint

(54) Lay out and cut a cross

x

lap joint

(55) Make a dowel joint
(56) Make an edge to edge glue
joint

x

x

x

x

(57) Lay out and cut a miter
joint

x

(58) Lay out and cut a mortis

and tenon joint

x

x
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Routed
Cedar
Chest
WOOD--Hand Processes (Cont'd)

A

B

Chest
of
Drawers
A

B

Book
case
A

B

Hat &
Coat Salad
Rack Bowl
A
B A
B

x

(59) Make a splined joint

x

(60) Cut a groove or a rabbat

x

(61) Lay out and cut tapers
(62) Dress a screwdriver

(63) Lay out an elipse
(64) Install locks

x

(65) Install friction catches
(66) Fit hinges

x

(67) Overlay wood surfaces

x

(68) Inlay wood surfaces
(69) Construct a panel
(70) Make a drawer slide

x

(71) Make and fit a drawer

x

(72) Apply drawer pulls

x

(73) Fasten a table top
(74) Fasten with lag screws

x

(75) Cut an edge molding
(76) Sharpen a scraper
(77) Construct and use a wood
miter box
(78) Prepare and apply stains

x

x

x

x

x

(79) Prepare and apply fillers

x

x

x

x

x

(80) Prepare and apply shellac x

x

x

x

(81) Clean and care for stain
and shellac brushes

x

x

x

x
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Chest
Book
of
Drawers
case
A B A B

Hat &
Coat
Salad
Rack Bowl
A B A B

WCX>D--Hand Processes (Cont'd)

Routed
Cedar
Chest
A B

(82) Apply wax finish

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

(83) Clean and care for paint
and enamel brushes

(84) Prepare and apply varnish
(85) Clean and care for varnish

brushes

(86) Prepare and apply lacquer
(87) Clean and care for
lacquer brushes
(88) Sand and rub between

coats of finishing
material

(89) Apply finish with a
spray gun

(90) Clean and care for spray
gun
The Lathe
Safety rules for operation
of lathe

x

x

(2)

Center Stock

x

x

(3)

Mount work between centers

x

(4)

Rough

x

x

(5)

Smooth with a skew

x

x

(6)

Size with a parting tool

x

x

(7)

Mark off with a skew

x

x

(8)

Measure with inside and
outside calipers

x

x

(1)

(9)

down

with a gouge

Cut coves with gouge
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The Lathe (Cont'd)

Routed
Cedar
Chest
A B

Chest
of
Drawers
A

B

Book
case
A B

Hat &
Coat
Salad
Rack
Bowl
A
B A B

x

(10) Mount work on face plate
(11) Mount work on a screw

chuck

x

(12) Size work on a face plate
(13) Hollow out work on a face

x

plate
(14) Sandpaper stock in the

lathe
(15) Apply finish in the lathe

x

x

x

x

(16) Oil and care for machine

x

(17) Cut off stock in the lathe

The Sur facer
(1)

(2)

Safety rules for operating
the surfacer

x

x

x

Adjust the machine for
depth of cut

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

(3)

Surface to thickness

(4)

Oil and care for machine

The Mortiser
Safety rules for op erat ing
machine

x

(2)

Make blind mortises

x

(3)

Oil and care for machine

x

(1)
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The Circular Saw

Routed
Cedar
Chest
A B

Chest
Book
of
Drawers
case
A B A B

Hat &
Coat
Salad
!.ack Bowl
A
B A B

Safety rules for using
circular saw

x

x

x

x

(2)

Adjust for depth of cut

x

x

x

x

(3)

Adjust fence

x

x

x

x

(4)

Rip stock

x

x

x

x

(5)

Cut off stock

x

x

x

x

(6)

Cut tenons

(7)

Oil and care for machine

(8)

Change saws, dado heads,
and other accessories

x

Cut an edge moulding

x

(1)

(9)

x

x

(10) Use jigs

x

x

x

x

The Sander
(1)

(2)

Safety rules for operating
the sander
x

x

x

x

Sand flat surface with
various types of machines x

x

x

x

x

x

(3)

Sand curved surfaces

x

(4)

Sand end grain

x

x

x

x

(5)

Oil and care for machine

x

x

x

x

The Shaper
(1)

Safety rules for operating
the shaper

(2)

Flute turned stock

(3)

Set up and adjust machine
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Routed
Cedar
Chest
The Shaper {Cont'd)

A

{4)

Shape straight edges

(5)

Shape inside and outside
curves

(6)

Duplicate small pieces,
using patterns or jigs

(7)

Make stopped cuts, using
jigs

{8)

Sharpen bits

(9)

Oil and care for machine

B

Chest
of
Drawers
A B

Book
case
A B

Hat &
Coat
Salad
Rack Bowl
A

B

A

B

The Jointer
Safety rules for operation
of jointer

x

x

x

x

(2)

Adjust the infeed table

x

x

x

x

(3)

Adjust the fence

x

x

x

x

(4)

Joint an edge

x

x

x

x

(5)

Make a spring joint

x

x

x

(6)

Prepare a glue joint

x

x

x

(1)

The Band Saw
Safety rules for using
band saw

x

x

Adjust the band saw guides
to height

x

x

(3)

Cut curves

x

( 4)

Rip stock

x

(5)

Cut off stock

x

(6)

Adjust the table 1

x

(1)

(2)

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

1Prepared by a Committee of Industrial Arts Teachers Assembled at the
Utah State Agricultural College under the direction of William J. Michaels,
Industrial ~ _!!! Utah (Published by the Department of Industrial Education,
ltn;,,,:).,..f::.;...,.,F n.+ u..:-----.... -

.. n., ... ,
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How well can the objectives of a woodworking course be met with
these kits?
1.

"To develop an interest in techniques, processes, materials,

and products of the woodworking industry.n 1
An interest might be developed in techniques of assembly and
finishing through the kits.

It would seem very unlikely that much

interest would be developed in using the tools and machines of the woodworking industry by using kits.
2.

"To introduce a variety of fields in woodwork for leisure

activities, home upkeep, or for future vocational application." 2
Again the limited number of operations performed on the kits
would be a disadvantage.

Even though one piece of furniture started

from rough lumber would not meet this objective, it would come closer
than merely assembling, sanding, and finishing, which is all the kits
offer.

From his learning to build a kit the student would be able to

do little more than build other kits.
3.

"To provide opportunities for each pupil to enjoy the satis-

faction of accomplishment through analyzing, planning, and executing
practical wood projects of good design.rr 3
The student would have no opportunity to plan a project that comes
in kit form.

The design is already set.

Some of the operations are

already performed for the student and directions are provided for
finishing the project.

lrhe Seattle Public Schools' Edition, Industrial Arts Curriculum
of the Seattle Public Schools (Seattle 9, Washington: Ad;inistration
Building, No Date of Publication Listed), Woodworking Section, p. 2.
2rbid., p. 2.

3rbid., p. 2.
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4.

"To provide opportunities for gaining basic skills in the

use and care of certain conmon woodworking tools, machines, and
materials.'*

1

The analysis chart shows that the operations performed using
rough lumber are many more than those that are performed using kits.
Considering that all of these operations are important, the woodworking
kits are lacking in meeting this objective.

CHAPTER V
METAL
Many of the metal kits consist of a casting or castings which the
student is to work down either to smooth or to fit each other.

The

working down of the metal can incorporate lathes, shapers, mills, drill
presses, and grinders on some of the more complicated work, to filing
and grinding on some of the easier pieces.
Some of the kits consist of tool steel and forge work, and others
incorporate bending.
Each kit comes with all the material needed, directions, and
drawings.
A representative sampling of these kits is included in the screw
driver, hack saw, bench vise, and foot scraper.
The plastic handle screw driver comes as a piece of plastic screw
driver stock and a length of high carbon steel.

The student must

perform the following operations to complete the screw driver:
A.
B.

c.

D.
E.
F.
G.

Forge tip
Anneal metal
File to shape
llarden
Temper
Turn shape of handle in lathe and drill for blade
Fit blade to handle

The pistol grip hack saw comes to the student with the handle
pre-formed.

The frame and loops are straight. The blade ends are

pre-formed.

To complete the hack saw the student must perform the
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following operations:
A.
B.

c.

Bend the frame and loops in jigs
Fasten loops to frame
Fasten the handle to the frame

The bench vise comes to the student as rough castings and steel
rod for lead screw and handle.

To complete the bench vise the student

must perform the following operations:
A.
B.

c.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Shape surfaces
File surfaces
Turn metal on a lathe
Cut threads on a lathe
Drill holes in metal
Make a press fit
Clean and paint

The dog foot scraper comes to the student cast with scraper in
place.

In order for the student to complete the project he must perform

the following operations:
A.
B.

File off fins and clean
Paint the metal

The analysis chart for metal is as follows:
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Fundamental Qperations of Metals
(1)

Make a simple layout

(2)

Lay out and develop
cylindrical parts

(3)

Lay out and develop conical
and transition parts

(4)

Cut sheet metal with a tin snip

(5)

Cut sheet metal with a squaring
shear

(6)

Cut sheet metal with a ring
and circle shears

(7)

File sheet metal

( 8)

Make a hem by hand

(9)

Make other hand bends

(10) Fold an edge with a bar holder
(11) Fold an edge with pan or

cornice break
(12) Make a wire edge by hand

(13) Make a wire edge with turning

machine
(14)

Fonn burred edge with the
burring machine

(15) Form on a stake
(16) Form sheet metal with forming

nails
(17) Tin a soldering copper
(18) Solder the common metals
(19) Sweat solder lap joint
(20) Make the cOllmlon sheet metal
joints

Screw
Hack
Driver
Saw
A B A B

Bench
Vise
A

B

Foot
Scraper
A

B
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Screw
Driver
Metals (Cont'd)

A

B

Hack
Saw
A
B

x

x

x

x

Bench
Vise
A

B

Foot
Scraper
A

B

(21) Punch holes in sheet metal
(22) Drill holes iin sheet metal
(23) Rivet sheet metal
(24) Lacquer and paint sheet metal
(25) Make and read simple layouts
(26) Make a bill of materials
(27) Measure and layout with

dividers
(28) Calculate the length of

irregular shapes
(29) Cut metal with a hacksaw

x

x

(30) Cut metal with a cold chisel
(31) Shear metal with a monkey

x

wrench
(32) Cut metal with bench lever

shear
(33) File metal

x

(34) Draw file metal

x

x

x

x

x

(35) Bend cold metal in a vise
(36) Twist cold metal in a vise
(37) Form cold metal with jigs

x

(38) Drill holes in metal

x

(39) Fasten metal with rivets

x

x

(40) Fasten metal with machine

x

screws
(41) Tap holes

x
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Screw
Driver
Metals (Cont'd)

A

B

Hack
Saw
A

B

Bench
Vise
A

B

Foot
Scraper
A

(42) Thread a metal rod
(43) Thread pipe

(44) Hammermark and ornament metal
(45) Apply a finish (oil, lacquer,
enamel, wax)

(46) Pierce with jeweler's saw
(47) Do simple tooling
(48) Make an overlay

(49) Do simple chasing
(50) Do simple engraving
(51) Decorate by doming
(52) Form by beating down
(53) Form by raising and planishing
(5~)

Anneal metal

(54) Form and decorate by fluting
(55) Make simple metal spinning

chucks
(56) Do simple spinning
(57) Fit and attach appendages

(58) Color by oxidation
(59) Do simple etching

(60) Clean metal with acid bath
(61) Clean metal with salt and

acid paste
(62) Do simple electroplating

x

x

B
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Screw
Driver
Metals (Cont'd)

A

(63) Build and maintain a forge fire

X

A

B

Bench
Vise
A

B

Foot
Scraper

A

B

x

(64) Measure and cut stock
(65) Hold work with tongs

B

Hack
Saw

x

(66) Upset stock
(6 7) Draw out stock
(68) Bend stock

(69) Twist stock
(70) Fuller and swage stock

(71) Punch holes in stock
(72) Forge tool steel

X

(73) Anneal, harden and temper

tool steel

X

(74) Make a forged lap weld
(75) Fasten by brazing
(76) Connect, adjust and light

oxyacetylene torch
(77) Make simple weld without
using welding rod

(78) Make edge weld
(79) Make butt weld
(80) Make lap weld
(81) Make fillet weld
(82) Do braze welding
(83) Hard face an object
(84) Cut with cutting torch

x
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Metals (Cont 1 d)
(85)

Set up arc welder

(86)

Run a simple head weld with arc

(87)

Make a butt weld with arc

(88)

Make lap weld with arc

(89)

Make fillet weld with arc

(90)

Make a core box

(91)

Prepare sand for molding

(92)

Screw
Hack
Driver
Saw
A
A
B
B

Bench
Vise
A

:B

Foot
Scraper
A

B

x

x

x

x

x

Select and prepare flask

x

x

x

(93)

Ram a mold

x

x

x

(94)

Form an irregular join-in a
mold

x

x

(95)

Patch a torn or broken mold

x

x

(96)

Make a sand core

x

x

(97)

Set a core

x

x

(98)

Prepare and pour metal

x

x

x

(99)

Remove gates and clean castings

x

x

x

x

(100) Oil and care for the lathe
(101) Mount chuck and faceplate on

the latte
(102) Grind lathe tool bits

x
x

x

(103) Use machinist's square
(104) Start, stop and reverse the

lathe

x

(105) Drill and countersink stock

x

x

for turning
(106) Mount stock in lathe

x

x

x
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Screw
Driver
Metals (Cont'd)

A

B

Hack
Saw
A

B

Bench
Vise
A

x

(107) Do straight turning
(108) Use outside and inside
calipers

x

x

(109) Use hermaphrodite calipers

x

x

(110) Do precision turning using
calipers

x

x

(111) Do facing and shouldering
on lathe

x

x

(112) Center stock in independent
chuck
(113) Cut left and right hand
threads on the lathe

x

(114) Drill stock in the lathe
(115) Cut inside threads on the
lathe
(116) Ream stock on the lathe

X

(117) Taper stock on the lathe

X

(118) Knurl stock on the lathe
(119) Use lathe boring tool
(120) Use cut off tool
(121) File and polish on the lathe

x

x

(122) Oil and care for the drill
press
(123) Use drill press vise in
drilling

x

x

(124) Use V blocks in drilling

x

(125) Use jigs in drilling

x

(126) Oil and care for the metal
shaper

B

Foot
Scraper
A

B
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Screw
Driver
Metals (Cont'd)

A

B

Hack
Saw
A

B

Bench
Vise
A

(127) Regulate and adjust metal
shaper

x

(128) Grind and set tool bit

x

(129) Mount l«>rk in shaper vise

x

(130) Use fixtures for clamping
work on shaper table

x

(131) Do straight surfacing

x

(132) Cut shoulders

x

B

Foot
Scraper
A :8

(133) Cut ways and dovetails
(134) Do internal shaping

x

(135) Cut simple gear teeth
1
(136) Cut rack teeth

1Prepared by a Committee of Industrial Arts Teachers Assembled at
the Utah State Agricultural College, £2.• cit., pp. 119-121.
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To what extent do the metal kits meet the objectives of a general
metal course?
1.

t'To develop the student 1 s knowledge and appreciation of the

broad field of metals, the uses in industry and contributions to every
day living. 111
It seems that this objecgive is met except in the field of
foundry work and possibly welding.

Except for these two fields, the

student would have as much of a chance to experience the other fields
as he would in starting with the pigs and making his own castings.
Considering the limitations of most shops in their foundry work
unit, it would be impossible to melt metal with a much higher melting
point than aluminum.
purchased pre-cast.

Therefore, the machinist's vise would have to be
The hack saw handle could be cast in many shops,

and the foot scraper would be possible to cast in several school shops.
2.

"To develop the student's manipulative ability in executing

the connnon fundamental skills used in several fields of metal work. 112
The. same is true of this objective as is true of the first.

There

is a fairly wide range of skills to be performed on all of the kits
except the foot scraper.

Most of the learning that could take place

in a project of this type would be in the foundry work that could be
incorporated in the project were it not pre-cast.
3.

"To develop the student's knowledge and understanding of the

occupational characteristics and opportunities found in several fields
of metal work."

3

lib id., p. 122.
2~., p. 122.

3 Ibid., p. 122.
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The kits would do very little to meet this objective as would
most projects.

This type of knowledge comes from study and discussion

of the metal working industry.

This discussion would take place in the

classroom under the leadership of the industrial arts teacher.
4.

"To provide experiences which might be used in avocational

or hobby pursuits.tr

1

The kits would do a good job of this.
operations of metal working are included.

Many of the elementary
There are several areas of

metal work that are not represented by kits.
to be covered by some other method.
hand t¥Ork would be covered.
hobby or avocation.

1~., p. 122.

These areas would have

Forging, machinery, and simple

This would give experience in a possible

CHAPTER VI

ART METAL
The kits in art metal come pre-formed and assembled except for
some that must be glued to a surface.

A sampling of these kits would

include: ash trays, bracelets, cuff bracelets, and pill boxes.
The ash tray comes to the student pre-formed.

The student is to

perform the following operations in completing the ash tray:
A.
B.

Apply enamel to metal
Bake on the enamel

The bracelet is formed and assembled.

To complete the project

the student is to complete the following operations:
A.
B.

Apply enamel to metal
Bake on enamel

The cuff bracelet comes pre-formed and assembled.

To complete the

bracelet the student must perform the following operations:
A.
B.

Apply enamel to metal
Bake on enamel

The pill-box is pre-formed and assembled.

To complete the kit

the student must perform the following operations:
A.
B.

c.

Apply enamel to metal
Bake on enamel
Glue metal to setting

The analysis chart for art metal is as follows:
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Art Metal

Ash
Tray
A B

(1)

Make a bill of material

x

(2)

Form metal on wooden forms

x

(3)

Develop creative designs on
metal

(4)

Do planishing and fluting

(5)

Apply art metal finish

(6)

Etch a design on copper

(7)

Prepare etching acids

(8)

Anneal and pickle different
art metals

(9)

x

Bracelet
A

B

Cuff
Bracelet
A

x

B

Pill
Box
A B

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Beat down metal

x

(10) Cut metal with a chisel

x

(ll) Do shallow raising

x

(12) Solder using soft and silver

x

solder

x

(13) Solder pewter
(14) Do chasing and repousse' work

(15) Saw art metal

x

x

x

(16) File and remove scratches

x

x

x

(17) Polish jewelry
(18) oxidize silver

(19) Make domes and shot
(20) Measure and make bezel for

setting stone

x

x

x

x
x
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Art Metal (Cont'd)

Ash
Tray
A B

Bracelet
A B

Cuff
Bracelet
A B

Pill
Box
A B

(21) Set a stone in bezel
(22) Drill holes in stone
(23) Draw wire

x

x

(24) Make links and chain 1

x

x

1Nebraska Advisory Committee of the Program of Industrial Arts,
!?£.· ill·' pp. 92-97.
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To what extent do the art metal kits meet the objectives found
in a course on art metals?
1.

"To develop skills in the use of tools and processes related

to art metal and jewelry.

2.

To aid in the development of proper use of leisure ti.me.

3.

To develop an appreciation of art metal and jewelry work.

4.

To provide exploratory values.

5.

To provide consumer knowledge and related information as it is

related to art metal and jewelry.
6.

To develop proper procedure of planning.

7.

To develop creative self expression as it is related to art

metal and jewelry.
8.

To develop desirable habits and attitudes. 111

It is evident that the kits discussed here provide the student
with the opportunity to do copper enameling.

This is only one phase of

art metal work and as a result the kits by themselves would do very
little in meeting the objectives of an art metal program.

The only

objective that is met to any extent is that of developing a leisure ti.me
activity.

Probably quite a bit of interest would be developed in

designing various textures and color combinations in enameling.
The kits could be used in art metal, but it seems that much more
benefit could be achieved by giving the student more responsibility in
the project than the art metal kits afford.

1 rhid., p. 92.

CHAPTER VII

PLASTICS
The area of plastics consists of ready to carve items.

They vary

from simple one piece items to more complicated items with several
parts.

They have one thing in conunon in that they are practically

completed before the student receives them.
The
kits.

t~

The

t~

kits described below are representatives of the various
kits are a cigarette box and a door knob.

The cigarette box is cut, assembled, beveled, and polished.

The

student must perform the following operations before the kit is considered
complete:
A.
B.

c.

D.

Layout design for carving
Make the carving
Apply dye to carving
Fill cavity

The door knob comes to the student ready to carve.

It has been

machine lathed, drilled and threaded for the door, and has the set screw
in place.

To complete this type of project the student must perform

the following operations:
A.
B.

c.

D.
E.

Layout design for carving
Make the carving
Apply dye to carving
Fill cavity
Bond two pieces of plastic

The analysis chart for plastics is as follows:
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Fundamental ogerations in Plastics

Cigarette Box Door Knob
A
A
B
B

x

....

(1)

Read a working drawing

(2)

Make a plan of procedure

(3)

Lay out pattern on material

(4)

Saw with hack saw

(5)

Saw with jeweler's saw

(6)

Shape with file

x

x

(7)

Saw with back saw

x

x

(8)

Shape with sandpaper

x

x

(9)

Polish by hand

x

~'

x
x

x
x

(10) Ash with pumice {mud wheel)

x

(11) Polish with compound {buffer)

x

x

( 12) Vein or engrave with file
(13) Drill with hand drill
(14) Prepare surface to be cemented

x

x

x

x

(15) Mix cement
(16) Join with cement
(17) Join with drive screws

(18) Join with self-tapping screws
(19) Join with machine screws

(20) Attach screw-findings
(21) Attach prong-findings

(22) Attach cemented findings
(23) Render pliable with heat
(24) Form with bending jibs or clamps
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Cigarette Box
Plastics (Cont'd)

A

B

Door Knob
A

B

(25) Bore with augar bit
(26) Countersink a hole
(27) Smooth with block plane or jack plane
(28) Saw with jig saw
(29) Carve with rotary hand tool

x

x

(30) Decorate with overlay
(31) Decorate with inlay
(32) Decorate with lacquer
(33) Cast with cement
(34) Chuck and turn rod

x

(35) Chuck and turn cylinder
(36) Mount and turn disk
(37) Polish on lathe

x

(38) Drill and tap hole

x

(39) Thread rod stock
(40) Shape with drill press
(41) Shape on shaper
(42) Route on drill press 1

1Prepared by a Cotmnittee of Industrial Arts Teachers Assembled at
the Utah State Agricultural College, .2£• ~., pp. 243-244.
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The cigarette box kit offers the student the opportunity to
perform three operations as compared to the raw kit which offers
thirteen operations for the student which are considered operations
that should be taught in a course in general plastics.
The door knob kit incorporates five operations as compared to the
raw kit which offers fourteen operations that might be performed in
producing a door knob from plastic stock.
With this fact in mind, how well can the kits in plastics help
to meet the objectives of a course in general plastics?
1.

''To acquaint the student with an increasingly important group

of materials. ul
The student would be acquainted with the material to the extent
of knowing what some of it looks like and its limitations in carving,
coloring, and gluing.

He would have much more of a chance to become

acquainted with the material if he had the chance to perform many of
the other operations that are already completed for the student by
receiving it in a kit.
2.

"To develop the student's ability to design projects with due

consideration of the functional limitations of the material."

2

This objective is hampered because the project is pre-designed
and planned.

Again the student has not had the opportunity to experience

many of the limitations of plastics.

Some benefit might be obtained

by studying the design of the kits.
3.

0

To develop the student's skill in the use of tools required

lrbid., p. 244.
2rbid., p. 244.
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in performing fundamental hand work processes. 11

l

If the many other processes of plastics had been taught, and the
only purpose of this kit was to teach internal carving, the kit might
be defended.
operations.

Skill is derived through practice and repetition of
Therefore, building the kits from a solid piece of plastic

would be more desirable.
4.

''To develop the student's appreciation of the products of the

modern chemical and design laboratories. 112
The kits would help in developing appreciation of the plastic field.
The beauty of plastics can be observed.

The chemical processes in

producing plastics would have to come from reading and discussion by the
pupil under the direction of the teacher.

Therefore, this part of the

objective would not be affected by the kit project or any other type
project.
5.

''To develop the use of plastics as a hobby material."

The use of kits only would limit the student to carving.

3

Carving

by itself would appear to be a very interesting hobby.
The plastic kits used in the discussion are hobby type projects
in themselves.

The kits are expensive and for this reason would be

more desirable as an activity for a person who is already partly skilled
in the use of carving equipment.

Other than the expense, the kits would

be good for teaching carving and would be accepted as long as several
other plastic projects were used and were not kits.

11bid.' p. 244.

2Ibid., p. 244.
3 Ibid., p. 244.
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Basketry
In this area, little more than a short discussion of the kits is
necessary.

The proper amount of reed to complete the kit is supplied

in the basketry area.

No part of the basket work itself is completed

when the student receives the kit except the instructions necessary for
weaving the particular article.
frames.

Also, some of the kits have metal

These metal frames come completed.

Unless the instructor

wished to incorporate metal work with basketry, the metal frames would
be of no disadvantage except for the opportunity for the student to
determine his own design.
There would seem to be no doubt as to the acceptability of kits
in this area.
in the kit.

The student would complete the same weaving operations

CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSION
It is evident that all of the kits discussed in this study have
some educational benefits.

The extent of this benefit varies from kit

to kit and from area to area.
One or two well chosen kits could be used profitably in the
leather area provided some work was given other than the kits.

Much of

the material is covered by kits in this area but not enough in the kits
themselves to warrant the use of kits alone.
Although they do not cover the entire realm of electrical
processes, the use of kits in electricity would be strongly advised.
The area of electricity is large, and doing away with irrelevant
metal \l."Orking processes would increase the amount of ti.me to be devoted
to the study of electricity.

The analysis chart of the electricity kits

reveals several suggested operations not perfonned when working with
the kits.

This would suggest the use of some non-kit activities in

order to cover the entire area of electricity.
The use of kits in the area of wood is very questionable.

Much

more skill and information could be gained by building a project from
the rough lumber.

There is no reason why a woodcarving course should

by-pass all cutting and measuring of lumber and concentrate on assembly
and finish alone.

Assembly and finish are the chief experiences the

kits provide.
Metal working kits would be acceptable for the most part.

The

ones that would not be considered acceptable are the ones that require
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only minor filing and painting.

Minor filing and painting are

procedures that could be taught along with many projects and there
would be no reason to use an entire project for these limited processes
alone.
The kits in the field of art metal are questionable.
be used in connection with cooper enameling.

One might

It is doubtful that the

kits provide the student with as much experience as a non-kit activity.
Even with this objectionable feature, there is the possibility that art
metal kits would offer a leiSure time activity for the student and they
could be introduced to the student for this purpose.
The plastic kits are possible projects in a course in general
plastics.

It must be remembered that there are many learning operations

that are already completed in these kits.

It would be better to start

with the plastic stock and allow the student to acquire skill in more
processes than what the kits allow.
The basketry kits differ very little from any type of project in
the basketry area.

The only thing that is supplied that might be

considered extra are the directions.
One general conclusion over the area of kits is that in no phase
has the student been offered the opportunity to plan his work.

The

opportunity to follow plans and directions is offered in every kit and
every field.
This fact would tend to suggest a limited use of kits so that the
student may be offered more opportunity to express his own ideas as to
design and planning work in an orderly manner.

APPENDIX
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The appendix contains a list of the many kits available in the
different areas that were discussed in the text of this paper.

It

also give the addresses of suppliers where kits may be purchased.
Leather~

The voyager--a travel case
Carry it kit--to slip on a woman's belt
Handyman tool saver--to slip on a man's belt
New Testaments with lifetime leather cover kit
Bar-b-cue seat
Bar-b-cue bell
Little buckaroo portable 11 saddle 11 seat
Dog collar kit
Trophy style belt
Tapered dress belts
Western style belt
Name belt
Empress belt kit
Filigree belt kit
Swingline ladies belt kit
Figure flatterer silhouette belt
Memory belt kit
Squaw belt kit
Rainbow link belt
Link belt
New calfskin billfold kits
The falcon billfold kit
The dove billfold kit
Men's billfold kit
Ladies billfold kit
Economy billfold kit
Mademoiselle--continental purse and billfold
Jiffy purse kit
Pocket valet
Pocket secretary
Trucker's wallet
Key kup--for keys
Key case
Cowboy boot key case
Key purse
Key pak
Fold and snap key case
Pocket saver
Top drawer--for letters, checks, and papers
Ash tray kit
Cigarette case
Exclusive cigarette lighter kit
Pyramid coin purse
Kitten coin purse

will
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Wrist purse
Wander bag kit
Gadabout minature purse
Kwik zip coin purse
Scotch coin purse
Tom Thwnb purse kit
Pixie pouch bag
Bongo drum kit
Axe sheath
Knife sheath
Beanie kit
Petite bonnet
Pony tail holder
Comb case
Watchbands
Rounders--for coaster, paper weights, or belts
Bowling bag kit
Executive portfolio kit
Notebook kit
"Scholar" zipper notebook kit
New briefcase kit
Jiffy Jotter pocket memo pad
Identification case and picture case
Card keeper
Tobacco pouch
Bag tag kit--for identifying luggage
Eyeglass case
"Spec" case
Playing card case
''Mardi Gras" ear ring kit
''Hardi Gras'.' cuff link kit
''Mardi Grasn bracelet kit
Sequoya chief moccasin
Sequoya boot kit
Continental Gypsies casuals
Playtime Gypsies casuals
Kiffy-Mok Moccasin
Sandials play shoes
Vagabond sandals
Papoose shoe kit--18 months to six years
Scout moc moccasin
Youth moc moccasin
Baby-mok moccasin
"Caprice" handbag
Career girl handbag
Spectator handbag
Hob-nob handbag
Traveler handbag
Ranchero handbag
The co-ed handbag
The Paul Bunyan travel tote
Toe bag
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Sportster handbag
Popular underarm bag kits--comes in three sizes
Sweetheart bag kit
Honey-bee bag
Town and country handbag
Tourist handbag
Easterner handbag
Southerner handbag
The shopper shoulder bag
Continental kit bag
"Junior Misstt clutch purse
"BonBon" clutch bag
Cinderella purse for little girls
"Little Queen" purse for little girls
Perky purse
Fast draw belt and holster kit
Dee Woolem metal lines holster kit
Finished Dee Woolem belt and holster set
Red Wright belt and holster combined
Wild Bill belt and holster kit combined
Deputy belt and holster kit combined
Red Wright fast draw gun belt kit
Rifle holster kit
Junior Marshall fast draw holster kit
Little Ranger holster and gun set
Trophy belt buckles
Trail rider saddle
Roper saddle
Little shaver saddle
Covered stirrup kit
Spur strap kit
Breat strap kit
Stock show halter
Bridle kit
Saddle bag kit
Bull whip kit
"The Texan" chap kit
Electricitx Kits
2-Transistor radio kit
3-Transistor radio portable kit
Key-chain flashlight kit
Voltage tester kit
Magnetic compass kit
DC electric motor
Industrial arts crane kit
Buzzer horn kit
Industrial arts electric bell kit
3 pole self-starting motor kit
Electric battery kit
Industrial arts soldering iron
DC power supply
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Woodworking™
Knockdown !9!!,.:
Modern routed chest with oak and walnut overlay
Petite junior superior chest
Medium junior superior chest
Medium junior superior chest
Junior chest
Senior chest
Handsome routed front cedar chest
Jumbo cedar chest
Imitation chest of drawers cedar chest
Walnut chest with diamond front
Tot's chest
Routed waterfall with brass ferruled legs
"Hope Chest" in limed oak
Beautiful cedar chest with routed front
The waterfall chest
Cozy corner table
Cocktail table
Single step end table
Combination table
Step-end table
Coffee table
Corner table
Marlite coffee table
Double step table
Tot's tv stool
Milady knockdown bedroom suite
Double bookshelf bed
Twin bookshelf bed
Matching chest of drawers
blight table
"The Princess" mahongany chest
"Queen Ann" cherry chest
Cedar princess wardrobe
Routed console space saver
All purpose knockdown desk
Triplicate bookcases
Compartment bookcase
Divisional bookcase
Hi-fi record cabinet and table
Saf-T-Gun rack
Triple gun rack
Handy "4" gun rack
Horizontal shelf
Spoon rack shelf
Drawer shelf
Tilted shelf
2-Drawer shelf
Fisherman's rack
Hat and coat rack
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Assembled kits:
Plywod plate--8 11 , 9", 12", and 16 11 in diameter
Suzanette
Cigarette box
Jewelry box
Two deck playing card box
Trinket or stamp box
Wood box
Chip carving box
Plain bookends
Candle holders
Trinket box
Salt and pepper shakers
Salad fork and spoon set
Salad bowl
Salad bowl--oval shape
Serving tray
Sugar bucket
Plain letter holder
Metal Kits
Bench drill press
Drill press vise
Machinist's bench vise
Machinist's bench vise--heavy duty
Tool maker's vise
Large woodworker's bench vise
Woodworker's bench vise
Woodworker's bench vise--professional type
Pipe vise
Ceramic wheel
Sanding disc
Compressor
Bench grinder
c-clamps
Christmas tree stand
Hexagon wrench stand
Anvil
Soft face hannner
Bench lathe
Flexible shaft stand
Boring bar holder
Parting tool holder
Center steady rest
Surface plate
Cover and book press
Photo mounting press
Stamp or modelmaker's press
Pin vise
Telegraph code key
Precision drill press
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Metal Kits (Cont'd)
Brass candlestick holders
Brass andirons
Fire basket
Star candlestick holders
Arts and crafts hammers
Vertical stakes
Arts and crafts T-stakes
Navy boat anchors
Mushroom boat anchor
Post lamp
Dog andirons
Dog foot scraper
Hessian andirons
Grill
Ornamental grillwork
Horse head
Pistol grip hack saw
Plastic handle screw drivers
Scriber
Of £set screw driver
Scraper
Art Metal Kits

-

--

Bracelet kits are available in many different shapes: ovals, rounds,
rectangulars, squares, wide links, narrow links, heart shaped, stick
shaped, squares and circular shapes with rosewood and ebony, free form
shapes, cuff bracelets in different shapes, and just about any design
imaginable.
Besides the bracelet kits that are available in these various
shapes, the earring kits, necklace kits, and cuff link kits are also
available.

It is also possible to buy cuff links and tie clasp kits in

different shapes to match.

Button kits are available in different shapes.

Pins are also popular kits in the various shapes.
Sweater guards
Bolo slide setting for
Enameled clock kit
Calendar pen set
Rings

him 11

11
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Sifter compact
Compact with inner door powder compartment
Cigarette case
Silent butler
Match holder
Cigarette box
Pill box
Ash trays
Shallow dishes--various sizes
Flared edge bowls--various sizes
Saucer
Square dish
Shallow rectangular dish
Bowl with lid
Oval bowl
Rectangular ashtray
Candle stick
Sea shell
Switch plate
Outlet plate
Cigarette urn
Indented dish with bowl
Deeper square dishes
Square plate
Square ashtrays
Large flat bowl
Large bowl
Free form dish
Free form ashtray
Rectangular dish set
Deep bowl
Shallow coaster
Plastic filll
Night light
Gold finished atomizers
Powder box
Cigarette box
Perfw:ne jar
Desk lighter unit
Ring holder
Salt and pepper shaker
Salt and pepper set
"Lip-Looks 11 lipstick holder
Coffee table desk lighter unit
Desk pen set
Lanshire electric clock unit
Rectangular compact
Heart compact
Key chain assortment
Door knob
Cigarette case
Wall switch plate
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Basketry .!Slli
TV lamps
Coolie seat
Ful-view magazine stand
Book stand
Fruit bowl
Donut table
Serv-N-it basket
The magazette
Table saver
Singapore server
Cracker basket
Hamburger basket
Bun basket
Footstool kit
The following is a list of addresses where the various kits may
be obtained.

Cataloges may also be obtained from these addresses:
Leather

!!!!.

Tandy Leather Company
182 North Wabash Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
American Handicrafts Company
83 West Van Buren Street
Chicago 5, Illinois
Industrial Arts Supply Company
P. O. Box 5540
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Electricity

~

Industrial Arts Supply Company
P. o. Box 5540
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Woodworking

~

Bedford Lumber Company, Incorporated
P. o. Box 65
Shelbyville, Tennessee
American Handicrafts Company
83 West Van Buren Street
Chicago 5, Illinois
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Casting Specialties Company
Thiensville, Wisconsin
Art

Metal~

The Copper Shop
Division of Inunennan and Sons
2185 East 14th Street
Cleveland 15, Ohio
Plastic™
Cope Plastics
Highway 100
Godfrey, Illinois
Basketry
American Handicrafts Company
83 West Van Buren
Chicago 5, Illinois

™
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